IVES® hardware has provided style and durability for American homes since 1876. Our commitment to quality makes IVES a name you can trust.

HINGE PIN DOOR STOP
FOR USE ON REMOVABLE PIN-HINGED TYPE DOORS TO STOP DOOR AND PREVENT DAMAGE TO DOOR, WALL AND DOOR KNOB. FEATURES EASY ASSEMBLY AND REMOVABLE BUSHING TO ACCOMMODATE VARIOUS SIZE HINGE PINS.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
TOOLS REQUIRED: Regular screwdriver and hammer.
1. Assemble door stop by pressing rubber tips onto threaded and fixed door stop arms and screw together (See illustration).
2. Using screwdriver and hammer, carefully remove pin (A) from top hinge.
3. Position door stop on top of hinge with threaded arm facing door. Tap hinge pin (A) into hinge using hammer. If hinge pin (A) is too large, remove bushing (B).
4. Adjust stop for desired degree of opening by turning threaded arm (C).

NOTE: Two hinge pin door stops are recommended per door.

ASK FOR OTHER FINE HARDWARE BY H.B. IVES

WINDOW LOCKS DOOR STOPS COAT & HAT HOOKS DOOR BOLTS

344074 000088 C7043 BRASS
MADE IN USA